Abstract Implementation of resonant colloidal nanoparticles for improving performance of organometal halide perovskites solar cells is highly prospective approach, because it is compatible with the solution processing techniques used for any organic materials.
up to 18.8% and fill factor up to 79%, being a record among the previously reported values on nanoparticles incorporation into CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 (MAPbI 3 ) perovskites based solar cells.
Theoretical modeling and optical characterization reveal the significant role of Si nanoparticles for increased light absorption in the active layer rather than for better charge separation. The proposed strategy is universal and can be applied in perovskite solar cells with various compositions, as well as in other optoelectronic devices.
The organic-inorganic perovskite-based solar cells (PSCs) are the most notable scientific milestone in photovoltaic science and technology of the last years [1] [2] [3] . From first works started in 2009 [4] to recent developments, solution-processed PSCs have rapidly achieved remarkable power conversion efficiency (PCE) values exciding 22% through a careful materials design and fabrication process optimization [5] . Concerning optimization strategies, the thickness of the perovskite layer plays a key role in light absorption and in charge injection into the hole and electron transport layers [6] : a thin perovskite layer has poor light harvesting but good charge separation and collection capabilities, while the series resistance grows in with thickness of the perovskite film. For this reason, the increase of light harvesting properties of the absorbing perovskite layer without increasing its thickness is an effective strategy to improve PSC performance. In this context, a large attention was paid to the use of the effects related to surface plasmons (resonant light-induced collective excitations of the electron gas [7] ) in nanoscale metallic objects incorporated in PSC, providing strong localization of the electromagnetic (EM) field on deeply subwavelength scale for small particles as well as multifold increase of scattering cross-section for larger particles. As a result, the excited surface plasmons increase the absorption in a photo-active layer and, thus, enhance light harvesting in a solar cell [8] .
Incorporation of noble metal nanostructures have been considered, beside PSCs, in many PV technologies such as dye sensitized solar cells [9] [10] [11] , silicon solar cells [12, 13] , and organic photovoltaic cells [14] [15] [16] . Concerning PSCs, the first study on incorporation of metal nanoparticles (NPs) into the perovskite device to exploit the plasmonic effects was carried out by Zhang et al. [17] attracting significant attention to this approach. According to the works cited in Table 1 , experimental results demonstrated that gold and silver NPs [17] [18] [19] [20] in MAPbI 3 -PSCs influence the photocurrent and photovoltage [19] , resulting in improving the final PCE up to 18.2% with a fill factor of 75.5% for the best device [21] . The incorporation of NPs into transport layers or deposition on the interfaces with a perovskite layer are the most popular approaches, because, in these cases, the PCS geometry and perovskite layer morphology are not changed significantly. Moreover, Yuan and coworkers [22] noted that direct plasmonic NP's incorporation into compact electron transport layer (ETL) enhances efficiency by hot-electron injection into ETL. However, high optical losses in metal NPs [23] and the high chemical reactivity of noble metals with halides in perovskites [17, 22] are main limiting factors for the plasmonic approach.
In contrast to metallic NPs, all-dielectric nanophotonics based on silicon (Si) NPs with
Mie resonances in visible and infrared ranges recently has emerged as the powerful tool for various optical applications [29, 30] . Owing to their low cost, chemical and temperature stability, Si NPs represent a viable and better alternative to noble metals for photovoltaics application.
Here, for the first time to our knowledge, resonant Si NPs are employed to improve Meso-superstructured PSCs [31] are fabricated considering the n-i-p architecture. According to Mie theory [33, 34] , Si NPs with diameters more than 100 nm can support magnetic
and electric type resonances in visible and infrared ranges, yielding high scattering efficiencies values in air [35] , liquids [36] , or perovskites [37] . Indeed, the real part of the refractive index of polycrystalline silicon (n ≈ 3-4) is significantly higher than that of MAPbI 3 (n ≈ 2. Thereofore, enhanced light absorption between 400 and 500 nm by the perovskite layer in our devices (Figure 2 b) can be partially attributed to the absorption in Si NPs. For wavelengths larger than 500 nm, the absorption in Si NPs can not contribute significantly to the total absorption and, thus, Si NPs work effectively as nanoantennas in the range λ>500 nm. We also studied the photoluminescence (PL) at room temperature (Figure 2 c) and observed the increase of the PL signal for the devices with Si NPs. PL enhancement is homogeneous over the film area, as shown in Figure S6 . Moreover, we registered even longer decay times for our devices with Si NPs, as shown in Figure S7 .
These experimental results are opposite to those reported for incorporation of metallic NPs into PSCs, where PL signal was observed to be quenched, whereas absorption of incident light does not change significantly [17, 21] . Such PL quenching by plasmonic NPs usually results in acceleration of PL decay time, which was observed previously for various lightemitters placed nearby metallic objects [38, 39] . This process is usually related to the increase of PSCs efficiency, owing to enhanced charge separation [18, 22] . In turn, as described in previous theoretical papers [40, 41] , the role of resonant plasmonic NPs is to increase the light absorption without contributing to the charge separation. In particular, numerical simulations for plasmonic NPs showed that randomly located plasmonic NPs in a photoactive perovskite (MAPbI 3 ) layer can enhance the light absorbance up to 1.12 times, revealing the optimal particle sizes [40] . However, the presence of low-loss dielectric NPs in PSCs should not induce the PL quenching, and PL intensity tends to be enhanced due to the local optical field enhancement in the perovskite layer. Indeed, this is the result of fundamental principle of the detailed balance, where the external luminescence exactly balances the incoming sunlight, if the nonradiative loss channels are not changed [42] , which is the case of our low-loss Si NPs resonantly enhancing both absorption of incoming sunlight and PL from the thin perovskite layer (Figures 2 b,c) .
A set of 30 similar devices was separated to two independent batches of production to assess the influence of Si NPs on the photovoltaic parameters. As shown in Figure 3 , all PSCs (with and without Si NPs) show a PCE higher than 15%, which corresponds to the standard state-of-the-art fabrication process for MAPbI 3 based PSCs. The champion reference device showed a PCE of 17.7% that is one of the highest results for MAPbI 3 based PSC [43] .
As shown in Figure 3 Generally, the open-circuit voltage is the voltage at which the forward bias diffusion current is equal to the short circuit current. The forward bias diffusion current is dependent on the amount recombination and increasing the recombination increases the forward bias current. Consequently, high recombination increases the forward bias diffusion current, which in turn reduces the open-circuit voltage. As a result, V OC as well as PL and time-resolved PL (see Figure S7 ) are dependent on defects concentration [42, 44] . This idea is supported by the observation of some improvements of perovskite crystallinity in our XRD measurements (for details, see Figure S8 and Table S2 ). However, 50% enhancement of PL can not be attributed to the improved crystallinity only, and, thus, Mie resonances in Si NPs at the emission wavelength (770 nm) provide additional contribution via Purcell effect [45] . The short-circuit current density is increased due to the local field enhancement around Si NPs in broad spectral range, resulting in enhanced optical absorption and generation of larger number of electron-hole pairs. Figure S4 ). We should point out that such efficiency enhancement is achieved together with PL enhancements (shown in Figures 2 c and S6 ) supporting the mechanism of light trapping around Si NPs predicted by our modeling (Figure 2 b) , rather than better carriers separation or by charge injection as it is usually described for plasmonic NPs [20, 21] . Importantly, that the The PCE results discussed above are related to the reverse scan of the J-V curves.
However, for the mesoscopic PSCs the hysteresis effect cannot be neglected. It is well known that the hysteresis index (HI) is quantitative parameter to determine the difference in power output depending on scan direction [46] . In our case, calculations of HI by using Eq. S5 with the J-V forward and reverse scans of Figure S10 give HI=0.0954 for the best reference and HI=0.0748 for the best device with Si NPs. The HI decrease after the Si NPs incorporation might be related to the improving of a crystalline structure [47] of MAPbI 3 . As an additional positive effect of Si NPs on PSC, we have observed that the their presence improves the device performance after 4 days on the shelf and, thus, stability of the PSCs as shown in Figure S11 and discussed in Supporting Information.
In summary, we have proposed a novel approach to improve the performance of lead by Si NPs [48] . Also, as an outlook of our work, we believe that resonant Si NPs will be incorporated further into SCs based on halide perovskites with mixed anions and cations [49] to boost further their efficiencies [25] .
Experimental Section

NPs synthesis:
Si nanoparticles were fabricated by laser ablation method in liquid according to the procedure mentioned in Ref. [44] . A commercial femtosecond laser system (Femtosecond Oscillator TiF-100F, AvestaPoject) was used, generating laser pulses at 800 nm central wavelength, with maximum pulse energies up to 5 mJ, and pulse duration 40 fs at repetition rate 1 kHz. The 
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